
Welcome, one and all, to the Jellybean Game.
When we finish the day, your life won’t be the same.

 
This morning you will get ten beans to start off the day,
but before you eat them, let me teach you how to play.

 
You can eat all of your beans. You do not have to wait.

But if, after an hour, ten beans sit on your plate,
 

You will get five more that hour, and five more the next,
until dinnertime arrives, when you will get the rest.

 
You can keep all your jellybeans stacked up on your dish
or share them with each other if that is what you wish.

 
If you choose to leave the game and you want to come back,

You can try working together to rebuild your stack.
 

Now go have lots of fun. We hope that you will enjoy
This game for kids of all ages, every girl and boy!

We hope you enjoy
your taste of 

The Jellybean Game!

Welcome to The Jellybean Game!
Looking for a fun and interactive way to teach children of all ages about the importance of financial literacy?

You’ve found it! Welcome to The Jellybean Game! This game helps teach those who play about the importance of

delayed gratification and how using a little patience can result in BIG rewards! Best of all, you don’t need to talk

about money when you play the game. Just select a favorite bite-size treat that everyone enjoys (jellybeans

recommended) and have some fun. 

Select a ten-hour segment of the day in which to play the
game. For example, if you start the game at 9:00 a.m., then
the game should end at 7:00 p.m.

How to Play
Step 1

Step 2
Start the game with a large jar full of your favorite bite-
size treat. It can be jellybeans (like in Dash and Nikki and
The Jellybean Game) or any other treat that everyone
enjoys. The jar needs to be filled with at least 60 treat
pieces per participant.

Step 3
Sit all of the players at a table and place the jar at the
center of the table. Place an empty plate or bowl in front
of each player. 

Step 4
Have one person open the jar and give ten jellybeans (or
other treat) to each person playing the game. Have the
same person read aloud the following statement:

Note: If you prefer not to use candy, you can fill the
jar with another small item that the players value.
For example, you could use quarters for young
children or dollar bills for older children. Make sure
to replace the words “jellybean” and “bean” in the
rhyming statement with the appropriate term.

Step 5
The game starts as soon as the rules are read and the lid to
the large jar is resealed. Assign one person in the group to
check on the plates every hour. Each plate that has at least
ten jellybeans sitting on it should have five more pieces
added to it from the large jar. If fewer than ten jellybeans are
on the plate, nothing should be added.

Step 6
Note the following trick, discovered by Dash in Dash and
Nikki and The Jellybean Game: If one participant eats their
jellybeans and no longer has ten at the end of the hour, they
can, if desired, work with the other player(s) to try to
replenish their plate. All players are allowed to share and/or
loan jellybeans.

Step 7
In the final hour of the game, have all players sit down at the
table. If there are jellybeans still sitting inside of the large jar,
open the jar and count how many jellybeans are left. Divide
the remaining jellybeans equally among all the players who
still have ten jellybeans on their plates.  

It does not matter if at the end of the game the players have
just ten jellybeans or more than ten. Make sure not to reveal
until the end of the game that the remaining jellybeans will
be distributed equally to the winners!

For more information, visit
www.owningthedash.com
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